London’s Buming!

WALT find about the past from different sources

The Fire of London happened in the______________.
The year was______________. It was very hot and the
_____________ were all very ____________.

Thomas Farryner was a ________________ who lived in
________________    __________________.
His oven caught fire and ___________________ his shop.
The fire spread all through ___________________ because a
very strong _____________ was blowing.

wind  summer  hot  houses  dry  burned
1666    baker    Pudding Lane    London
London’s Burning!

WALT find about the past from different sources

The Fire of London happened in the______________.
The year was______________. It was very hot and the houses were all very ____________.

Thomas Farryner was a ________________ who lived in Pudding Lane.

His oven caught fire and ________________ his shop.

- summer
- dry
- burned
- 1666
- baker